Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom
Yehuda
Pesachim Daf Lamed
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Rav says, earthenware pots in which chametz was cooked must be broken before Pesach (there
is no way to kasher them, and any chametz in them will become assur as having been owned by
a Yid on Pesach).
o Q: According to how Rav paskened previously, he should be able to keep the pot until
after Pesach and then use it to cook an unlike-kind food. A: Rav doesn’t allow that
because of a gezeirah that he may come to cook like-kind food in the pot.
Shmuel says, earthenware pots in which chametz was cooked may be used after Pesach to cook
any food (like or unlike kind).
o Shmuel would tell the sellers of new pots after Pesach, “make sure you charge only fair
prices, because if you don’t, I will go tell all that the halacha follows R’ Shimon and
people may therefore use their old pots (and will not need new pots)”.
▪ Q: Why didn’t he say that the halacha follows R’ Shimon anyway? A: He was in
the place where Rav was the ruv, and therefore did not pasken against
what Rav held.
Rava bar Ahilai prohibited eating bread baked in an oven that was greased (no matter how long
before, because it is impossible to remove the grease) with fats (making the oven “fleishig”) out
of concern that he may dip that bread into a dairy dip.
o Q: A Braisa says, one may not knead a dough with milk, and if he does, the bread
becomes assur, because we are concerned that he will eat the bread with meat.
Similarly, one may not grease an oven (in which he bakes bread) with animal fats, and if
he does, any bread baked in that oven is assur unless the oven is fired up beforehand to
remove the grease. We see from the Braisa that it is possible to rid the oven of the
grease!? A: TIYUFTA of Rava bar Ahilai.
▪ Q: Ravina asked, if Rava bar Ahilai was proven as being incorrect, why
did Rav say that the earthenware pot must be broken? Why can’t he burn out
the chametz just like the Braisa says can be done for the oven!? A: R’
Ashi answered: the Braisa is discussing a metal oven (which purges what it had
absorbed), but an earthenware pot does not do so; or we can say even the
Braisa is discussing an earthenware oven, but an oven, which is fired up from
the inside, has more intense heat and can therefore purge all it had absorbed. A
pot is heated on the outside and therefore is not effective in purging it all. Firing
up a pot from the inside will often make it break, so people would not do that
either.
Ravina asked R’ Ashi, what must be done on Pesach with knives that were used for chametz? R’
Ashi said, I have new knives made for Pesach. Ravina asked, for people who cannot have that
done, what should they do? R’ Ashi said, I meant that I make my knives “as” new. I wrap the
wooden handle in clay (to prevent it from getting burned) and I place the blade into a flame. I
then dip the wooden handle into boiling water.
o The Gemara paskens that the handle and the blade only need to be dipped into boiling
water, in the pot in which the water was cooked up.
R’ Huna the son of R’ Yehoshua said, a wooden mixing spoon (used to mix the contents of a pot)
needs to be dipped in boiling water in the pot in which the water was cooked up. He obviously
holds that purging must be done in the form in which the absorbing was done.
o Q: Mareimar was asked, earthenware keilim which have a metal glossy finish on them,
may they be used on Pesach after having been used for chametz? Do we say that the
metal finish prevents the earthenware from absorbing the chametz? Green keilim are
made of a super absorptive material and even with a metal coating, they clearly cannot

be purged and used on Pesach. The question is regarding the white and black ones. Also,
if there are cracks, it clearly cannot be used. The question is regarding smooth ones with
no cracks. A: Mareimar said, I see that even these keilim become moist on the exterior,
which means that they surely absorb. Since earthenware can never fully purge, they will
be assur.
▪ Q: Why is it that we allow these types of keilim which had “yayin nesech” in
them? A: The chametz keilim were used with heat. The keilim used for yayin
nesech were only used for cold.
▪ Rava bar Abba in the name of R’ Chiya bar Ashi in the name of Shmuel said,
any keili which was only used for cold chametz may be used on Pesach, except
for the keili that is used to hold yeast. The yeast keili is different because the
yeast’s fermentation process causes it to be absorbed into the keili.
• Rava says, the kneading bowls of Mechuza, which are often used for
yeast, have a din like keilim used for yeast.
o Q: This seems obvious!? A: We would think that since these
kneading bowls are wide, there is enough ventilation and air
flow to prevent absorption. Rava teaches that it is nonetheless
assur.

